For any pair n , k of positive integers we produce a strongly Z -graded ring R 2 such that the identity component R has invariant basis number while the 0 Ž X X . basis-number type of R is n , k . Using different methods, for any pairs of positive
X X integers n, k and n , k having n F n and k ¬ k we produce a strongly Z -graded We recall some terminology. The ring R is said to be graded by the group G in case R s [ R as abelian groups, in such a way that
If R is a unital ring with the property that for any g h pair of positive integers n and n , the free left R-modules R n 1 and R n 2 1 2 are isomorphic if and only if n s n , then we say R has in¨ariant basis 1 2 Ž . number or simply IBN . Many classes of rings have IBN, including all commutative rings and left noetherian rings. The IBN property is not in general a Morita invariant of a ring. It is easy to show that the IBN property is leftrright symmetric. If the ring R does not have IBN, then there is a smallest positive integer n for which there is an isomorphism of left R-modules R n , R p with p ) n. We choose p minimal with this property for n and write p s n q k with k ) 0; then we say that R has Ž .Ž . basis-number type or simply type n, k . It is straightforward to show that for any ring, the ''left'' type equals the ''right'' type. w A useful computational result regarding types of rings is given in 3, x X Theorem 2 . Specifically, suppose T and T are rings with identity, the type Ž .
X Ž X X . of T is n, k , and the type of T is n , k . If there exists an identity-preserving ring homomorphism from T to T X , then n X F n and k X ¬ k. In particular, for any unital group-graded ring R, if the type of the identity Ž . Ž X X . component R is n, k and the type of R is n , k , then applying this e result to the subring inclusion R ª R yields that n X F n and k
. In Theorem A we show that for any type n , k of non-IBN ring there exists a strongly Z -graded ring R such that the identity component R 2 0 Ž X X . has IBN while the type of R is n , k . Using different methods, we prove in Theorem B that all possible configurations allowed by the condition described in the previous paragraph indeed occur for strongly Z -graded 2 
Ž
. Ž X X . rings. Specifically, for any pairs of positive integers n, k and n , k having n X F n and k X ¬ k, there exists a strongly Z -graded ring R such that 
Because none of the given relations has 0 as its right-or left-hand side, if a, b g M and a q b s 0 then a s b s 0. Similarly, it is easy to see that for each a g M there exists c g M such that a q c s tu for some positive w x integer t. Thus M satisfies the hypothesis of 1, Theorem 6.2 , with u acting as the ''distinguished element.'' As a result, there exists a ring T Ž Ž . w x. Ž . with the property that p T , [ , T is isomorphic to M, q, u as monoids Ž . with distinguished elements, where p T denotes the semigroup of isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective left T-modules.
We let U, W, X, Y denote the projective left T-modules corresponding to the monoid elements u, w, x, y, respectively. Using the usual matrix de-Ž . scription of endomorphism rings and writing maps on the right , we have
The relations u q y s x and u s x q w in M yield that U is a direct summand of X and that X is a direct summand of U as left T-modules. As Ž . a result, any element of End U factors through X, and any element of T Ž . End X factors through U. This implies that R is in fact strongly graded Ž . Ž extending ⌽ u s g, ⌽ x s g, ⌽ y s 0, and ⌽ w s 0. It is easy to check that the appropriate relations are satisfied in ⌫; for instance, X Ž .
Then by applying ⌽ we get a g q g s Ž . b g q g , so that 2 ag s 2 bg, which by the definition of ⌫ yields that X X X Ž . 
w x
Having put to rest the question posed in 6 regarding invariant basis number and types for strongly graded rings, we now turn our attention to the situation in which both R and R are non-IBN rings. By employing 0 some number-theoretic chicanery made possible by the results of Leavitt w x 3 , we show in Theorem B that, in this setting, ''anything that can happen, does happen.'' w x In addition to the theorem 3, Theorem 2 described in the Introduction, w x we will need the following two results. First, by 3, Theorem 3 , if T has Ž . Proof. By the observation made in the preceding paragraph, the propo-Ž . Ž . sition is valid in the case n, k s 1, 1 . Now assume that nk y 1 ) 0. Let Ž . Ž . T be a ring of type n, k , and let R be the matrix ring M T . Since in nk particular we have that T nk , T 2 n k , we conclude that R 1 , R 2 , which
Ž . in turn gives that the type of R is 1, 1 . We now grade R by Z by setting
Thus R is a ring having the desired properties.
It is not hard to show that results analogous to Theorems A and B hold with any finite group G taking the place of Z . Indeed, even broader 2 w x generalizations of these theorems can be found in 4 .
We finish by noting that the results in this article provide evidence that the theory of strongly graded rings differs significantly from the theory of skew group rings. Specifically, if R is the skew group ring R )G associe ated with an action of the group G as automorphisms on the ring R , then e the argument used in the observation made prior to the proposition can be easily modified to show that either R and R have IBN, or R and R have e e equal types.
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